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	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build powerful applications for the world’s first complete, open, and free mobile platform: Android. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll build a fully-featured Android application from the ground up and master the skills you need to design, develop, test, and publish powerful applications. Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success!


	 


	Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common Android development tasks.


	Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge.


	By the Way notes present interesting information related to the discussion.


	Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks.


	Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them.


	 


	Learn how to…

	
		Develop Android applications quickly and successfully with Java
	
		Master Google’s Android SDK and development tools
	
		Leverage the Eclipse programming environment to develop Android projects
	
		Understand the Android application lifecycle
	
		Build effective, user-friendly user interfaces
	
		Retrieve, store, and work with application data
	
		Develop powerful network applications
	
		Add popular social features and location-based services to your applications
	
		Take advantage of Android device hardware like the camera
	
		Internationalize, test, and publish your Android applications
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Analog and VLSI Circuits (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
Featuring hundreds of illustrations and references, this volume in the third edition of the Circuits and Filters Handbook, provides the latest information on analog and VLSI circuits, omitting extensive theory and proofs in favor of numerous examples throughout each chapter. The first part of the text focuses on analog integrated circuits,...
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Robotics (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 2010
This supplementary introductory tutorial treats the following subjects: the basic characteristics of industrial robot mechanisms; the pose and movement of an object, which are described by homogenous transformation matrices; a geometric model of robot mechanism; a short introduction into kinematics and dynamics of robots; robot sensors and the...
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Business Data Communications and Networking: A Research PerspectiveIGI Global, 2006
Research in the area of data communications and networking is well and alive as this collection of contributions show. The book has received enhanced contributions from the authors that published in the inaugural volume of the International Journal of Business Data Communications and Networking (http://www.idea-group.com/ijbdcn). The chapters are...
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Quantum Statistical MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
The book provides a contemporary understanding of irreversibility, particularly in quantum systems. It explains entropy production in quantum kinetic theory and in the master equation formulation of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. The first half of the book focuses on the foundations of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics with emphasis on...
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Facing the Music: Shaping Music Education from a Global PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2009

	Facing the Music investigates the practices and ideas that have grown from some five decades of cultural diversity in music education, developments in ethnomusicology, and the rise of 'world music'. Speaking from rich, hands-on experience of more than thirty years at various levels of music education (music in schools,...
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JSP Tag LibrariesManning Publications, 2001
Shows HTML and Java programmers how to create and use JSP tag components to perform iterations and access databases, and manipulate EJB's, e-mail systems, Java Beans, and e-commerce applications and WAP that work with cellular phones.

Six years ago, Java burst onto the computing scene and dramatically changed the way programmers develop...
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